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mean? If your F&I Mangers are performing at, say 30% VSC penetration instead 
of 50% VSC penetration, a 20% difference would be a significant impact on your 
reinsurance performance. Using my prior example, a dealer selling 100 
pre-owned and non-lease new units per month would be missing out on 20 
VSCs per month or 240 VSCs per year at a profit margin of $435. That accumu-
lates to $104,400 a year or over $1,044,000 over the next ten years! Invest-
ment income is not an included variable in this calculation. The long-term impact 
after 20 years is approximately $2,000,000 in net profits to your reinsurance 
company. As you can see, a small adjustment can mean significant wealth in the 
long term for the dealership. Therefore, checking that you have the correct F&I 
compensation plan in place and working with F&I trainers to ensure top perfor-
mance can pay big dividends.

Claims Payment Methodology & Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) are 
both factors that will affect the long-term health of your reinsurance program.
Simply ask yourself, is your reinsurance company paying claims? When review-
ing claims, we are looking to identify if claims are paid based on mechanical 
failure or up-sell. Each dealer will have a different perspective on this, most 
Dealers do not want to see early claims in the first 30 days. This can be a sign 
of poor reconditioning at the dealership level because the pre-owned Sales 
Department is not putting the correct amount of money into reconditioning.
Remember, reconditioning is an expense at the dealership level. This same 
expense in your reinsurance company is a reduction of premium and reduced 
ability to earn investment income and future wealth. Obviously, you should 
always pay legitimate claims and address the customers’ repair needs. This 
review should be looking for anomalies in claim transactions. A service advisor 
who is upselling non-failed components against your reinsurance company can 
be quite costly.

Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) will vary from program to program and 
should be monitored. This expense usually ranges from 5% - 13% of the 
submitted claim amount. When you review your admin fees, keep this hidden 
expense in mind. It can greatly impact administration fee expenditures and 
reduce reserves within your reinsurance company. Here is a simple example:
The Service Department processes a claim against your reinsurance company 
for $1,000. The LAE is 10% and the TPA processes the claim and debits your 
reserves held to pay claims for ($1,000) for the claim and ($100) LAE, for a 
total of ($1,100). This will happen on every claim with LAE. The LAE will add up 
quickly and it is difficult to identify as it is often billed together and reported as 
total claims paid.

Investment Income can add to the overall health and wealth of a reinsur-
ance company. However, this is an area that has some moving parts. Under-
stand that the trust agreement will dictate how investments and reserves may 
be allocated. Your investment advisor may have limited investment options for 
unearned premium reserves and will usually have a set of instructions from 
the insurer that will sound similar to this: 25% of reserves must remain in 
cash to pay claims and cancellations; 25% must be in conservative funds like 
CD’s, mutual funds, etc.; and 10% in equities.  However, as premiums are fully 
earned, they can be invested more aggressively in a strategy that meets your 
individual needs. A long-term goal may be to create a situation where the 
investment income will be significant enough to cover the monthly claims 
expenditures while preserving reserve premiums. Keep in mind that early on 
in your company’s lifecycle, this probably will not be achievable.

Administration Fees are always a hot topic. When it comes to admin fees,
everyone seems to be an expert. However, not all admin fees are equal in the 
way that they are structured. Admin fees are usually broken into one of three 
types: 1. no service; 2. partial service; or 3. full-service. Most of us are trained 
from an early age to strive for excellence and to want the best. When it comes 
to admin fees, you get what you pay for.

What are some things that the admin fee covers?  Although not all admin fees 
are inclusive, here is a list of examples: claims call center, state and federal 
compliance, loss control, in some cases premium taxes and cession fees (just 
because ceding fees and premium taxes are not a single line item, does not 
mean they are not being paid from the admin fee.) account servicing, training 
and development, API connections to the DMS, and menu services. Now, let 
me break down the 3 service levels: 1. No service. In this case, you get your 
quarterly cession statement in the mail, no one is helping you to understand it 
or manage your account, longer hold times in the claim centers with potential-
ly longer processing times, etc. I would compare this to someone off the street 
with no experience in the automotive retail sector deciding to buy a car dealer-
ship and hoping it goes well. Every time I have discussed a poor reinsurance 
experience with a dealer, it is self-inflicted by selecting no service when they 
really need help and guidance to manage their reinsurance company. In this 
option you are the only person keeping an eye on the ball. There is very little 

support. 2. Partial service. You are typically working with an agent that provides 
light support, in that they will help with minor training issues, as it relates to 
production and handle minor claims concerns. The TPA will provide light insight 
to reinsurance company performance, make suggestions, and aid in bookkeep-
ing and management. 3. Full-service. The choice most dealers select, since the 
cost difference is nominal, and you have full support of the agent and the TPA.
There is full F&I training and development, compliance monitoring, and claims 
resolution support. The TPA, may help with menu services, e-training, F&I 
training, OFAC reporting, DMS connectivity, e-contracting, and e-remittances.
They may also help with claims call centers that have low hold times and 
expedite service; a Loss Control Department looking for issues on behalf of the 
dealer; and a Reinsurance Specialist that monitors and reviews your reinsur-
ance company’s performance on a quarterly basis. Offering opinions on how to 
improve performance and maximize wealth. Remember, when considering your 
administrator, you get what you pay for. Think of it like this, would you hire a 
cheap Accountant or Attorney to help you with tax or legal matters? Most likely 
not.

Cede Fee is a percentage of the premiums ceded ranging from 1% to as much 
as 15%. The cost will vary from company-to-company, based on the services 
provided.

Premium Taxes are charged based on the premiums written in a state. The 
state premium taxes are a percentage of the premiums paid. Some municipali-
ties may also impose a premium tax, which would be added to the state tax.
Keep in mind that not all states have premium tax, so always check on your 
individual state to validate this being a necessary expense.

I hope this article provided some insight to the many moving parts of reinsur-
ance, explained why there is a need for an annual reinsurance check-up,
outlined the things you should be examining  on a regular basis and highlighted 
what to expect from the different service levels of providers. Remember, that the 
agent and TPA are the coaches for your team. The F&I folks are the quarter-
backs that run the plays and drive production into your reinsurance company.
Stepping over dollars to pick-up pennies is a mistake, as your reinsurance 
company could be the most profitable venture you will enter. I wish you all great 
success and prosperity!

The Reinsurance Check-Up
By: Mike Haas, LPN, MPFS, Assistant Vice President of Sales American 
Guardian Warranty Services, Inc.

As a 30-year veteran of the automotive industry, I want to share my thoughts on 
the complicated subject of reinsurance. With more than 55% of all dealers in the 
U.S. already being involved in the reinsurance industry and 20% being involved 
in retro participation programs, there is no better time for a reinsurance 
check-up than now. This is not financial or legal advice. You should seek proper 
counsel for those questions.

The reinsurance annual check-up is as important as an annual physical. An 
annual reinsurance check-up can identify the overall success of your reinsur-
ance program, identify and prevent problems, chart progress, and outline an 
action plan to achieve financial goals and objectives. At this point, you already 
know that owning your own reinsurance company is about control; controlling 
cost, controlling claims experience with your customers, controlling the money,
controlling the investments to some extent, etc. It can also provide motivation for 
necessary changes in your dealership, as it relates to performance. Many find 
the prospect of forming and starting their own reinsurance company stressful.
They are happy to get it up and running but assume it will run on autopilot after 
the launch of the program. Like a vehicle, over time things improve, such as 
better technology, better fuel economy, more competitive pricing, etc. Your 
reinsurance company should be analyzed in the same manner you review your 
other financial services products, 401K, SEP, IRA, etc.

8 Steps to Review for Maintaining a Healthy Reinsurance Formation

Profit Margin Performance of the widgets, or the Finance and Insurance (F&I) 
products that you cede into your reinsurance company. Like the evaluation of 
your F&I Manager, are they selling the VSC at cost or are they making an accept-
able profit margin? Similarly, the margin performance should be reviewed. Are 
your margins after claims and expenses below or above average?  If the net 
profit margin in your reinsurance company is $435 per VSC, and the industry 
average is $455, will you be okay with below average results or does making an 
adjustment make more sense? In my opinion, to run a profit margin of approxi-
mately 10% above average is attainable in the long term and maximizes the 
wealth building strategy for the dealer over time. Performance data can be found 
at the various OEM’s, third-party administrator’s (TPA’s) or, in some cases, can 
be provided by NADA or NIADA.

F&I Performance is crucial in any profit participation program. I realize all 
dealers focus on F&I performance, especially in a tight market. Before reinsur-
ance, F&I performance helped you make more money in the dealership and it 
continues to do so, but poor performance now that you own a reinsurance 
company can detrimentally impact your profits. You now have control of 
front-end and reinsurance margins after claims and expenses. F&I performance 
directly impacts the funding of your reinsurance company. What does that 
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As President of The Muldrow Group, my focus is 
to drive the dealer to success with offering 
products that are easy to sell at a reasonable 
price point. We are conscious to know that with 
more cars sold, it creates more opportunities in 
the F&I department. Our key focus is on service, 
F&I training, Compliance training, and being 
hands on with the dealer for any other issues or 
needs. We now implanted if the dealer needs 
weekly training modules, similar to what the 
sales team has done with product knowledge. 
We have also incorporated video recordings, 
which records all F&I transactions. Which 
protects the dealer and also increases produc-
tivity and sales. We then share that data with the 
management and ownership team of the dealer-
ship. Therefore, we believe that we are providing 
the dealership with information to succeed, 
keeping them compliant for the overall profitabil-
ity of the dealership.  

Julie Angus, Executive Assistant, has been with 
The Muldrow Group since September of 2018. 
Julie is here to help with your everyday needs, 
as well as paperwork, helping with claims and 
answering any questions if reps are not 
available. Julie also plays the role of our social 
media coordinator, where she helps our agency 
branch out on social media outlets. Her role 
helps our agency stay organized and on task 
with our everyday workload.  Please contact 
Julie today, at 315-252-9000 for any 
questions.   

My name is Anthony Talerico and I’ve been in 
the automotive business for over ten years. I 
specialize in F&I process training as well as 
compliance. The number one job of the F&I 
Manager is to protect the dealer. My compli-
ance training covers the full spectrum of 
regulation in the automotive industry. Addition-
ally, I cover a range of sales tactics which lead 
to top performance in the F&I office. This 
includes a full start-to-finish interview, menu 
presentation and close. I also do in-dealer 
training frequently throughout the US and cover 
both topics and more. If you have any 
questions, or have interest in our services 
please contact me today 315-252-9000. 
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mean? If your F&I Mangers are performing at, say 30% VSC penetration instead 
of 50% VSC penetration, a 20% difference would be a significant impact on your 
reinsurance performance. Using my prior example, a dealer selling 100 
pre-owned and non-lease new units per month would be missing out on 20 
VSCs per month or 240 VSCs per year at a profit margin of $435. That accumu-
lates to $104,400 a year or over $1,044,000 over the next ten years! Invest-
ment income is not an included variable in this calculation. The long-term impact 
after 20 years is approximately $2,000,000 in net profits to your reinsurance 
company. As you can see, a small adjustment can mean significant wealth in the 
long term for the dealership. Therefore, checking that you have the correct F&I 
compensation plan in place and working with F&I trainers to ensure top perfor-
mance can pay big dividends.

Claims Payment Methodology & Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) are 
both factors that will affect the long-term health of your reinsurance program.
Simply ask yourself, is your reinsurance company paying claims? When review-
ing claims, we are looking to identify if claims are paid based on mechanical 
failure or up-sell. Each dealer will have a different perspective on this, most 
Dealers do not want to see early claims in the first 30 days. This can be a sign 
of poor reconditioning at the dealership level because the pre-owned Sales 
Department is not putting the correct amount of money into reconditioning.
Remember, reconditioning is an expense at the dealership level. This same 
expense in your reinsurance company is a reduction of premium and reduced 
ability to earn investment income and future wealth. Obviously, you should 
always pay legitimate claims and address the customers’ repair needs. This 
review should be looking for anomalies in claim transactions. A service advisor 
who is upselling non-failed components against your reinsurance company can 
be quite costly.

Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) will vary from program to program and 
should be monitored. This expense usually ranges from 5% - 13% of the 
submitted claim amount. When you review your admin fees, keep this hidden 
expense in mind. It can greatly impact administration fee expenditures and 
reduce reserves within your reinsurance company. Here is a simple example:
The Service Department processes a claim against your reinsurance company 
for $1,000. The LAE is 10% and the TPA processes the claim and debits your 
reserves held to pay claims for ($1,000) for the claim and ($100) LAE, for a 
total of ($1,100). This will happen on every claim with LAE. The LAE will add up 
quickly and it is difficult to identify as it is often billed together and reported as 
total claims paid.
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With over 25 years of experience in the automotive industry, 
they have extensive product and industry knowledge. TMG is a 
leading organization in the automotive industry operating with a 
core focus on achieving sustainable, profitable growth through 
product variety and services. 
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loyalty program please contact us today.
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Investment Income can add to the overall health and wealth of a reinsur-
ance company. However, this is an area that has some moving parts. Under-
stand that the trust agreement will dictate how investments and reserves may
be allocated. Your investment advisor may have limited investment options for 
unearned premium reserves and will usually have a set of instructions from 
the insurer that will sound similar to this: 25% of reserves must remain in 
cash to pay claims and cancellations; 25% must be in conservative funds like 
CD’s, mutual funds, etc.; and 10% in equities.  However, as premiums are fully 
earned, they can be invested more aggressively in a strategy that meets your 
individual needs.  A long-term goal may be to create a situation where the 
investment income will be significant enough to cover the monthly claims 
expenditures while preserving reserve premiums. Keep in mind that early on 
in your company’s lifecycle, this probably will not be achievable.

Administration Fees are always a hot topic. When it comes to admin fees, 
everyone seems to be an expert. However, not all admin fees are equal in the 
way that they are structured. Admin fees are usually broken into one of three 
types: 1. no service; 2. partial service; or 3. full-service. Most of us are trained 
from an early age to strive for excellence and to want the best. When it comes 
to admin fees, you get what you pay for. 

What are some things that the admin fee covers?  Although not all admin fees 
are inclusive, here is a list of examples: claims call center, state and federal 
compliance, loss control, in some cases premium taxes and cession fees (just 
because ceding fees and premium taxes are not a single line item, does not
mean they are not being paid from the admin fee.) account servicing, training 
and development, API connections to the DMS, and menu services. Now, let 
me break down the 3 service levels: 1. No service. In this case, you get your 
quarterly cession statement in the mail, no one is helping you to understand it 
or manage your account, longer hold times in the claim centers with potential-
ly longer processing times, etc. I would compare this to someone off the street 
with no experience in the automotive retail sector deciding to buy a car dealer-
ship and hoping it goes well. Every time I have discussed a poor reinsurance 
experience with a dealer, it is self-inflicted by selecting no service when they 
really need help and guidance to manage their reinsurance company. In this
option you are the only person keeping an eye on the ball. There is very little

support. 2. Partial service. You are typically working with an agent that provides 
light support, in that they will help with minor training issues, as it relates to 
production and handle minor claims concerns. The TPA will provide light insight 
to reinsurance company performance, make suggestions, and aid in bookkeep-
ing and management. 3. Full-service. The choice most dealers select, since the 
cost difference is nominal, and you have full support of the agent and the TPA. 
There is full F&I training and development, compliance monitoring, and claims 
resolution support. The TPA, may help with menu services, e-training, F&I 
training, OFAC reporting, DMS connectivity, e-contracting, and e-remittances. 
They may also help with claims call centers that have low hold times and 
expedite service; a Loss Control Department looking for issues on behalf of the 
dealer; and a Reinsurance Specialist that monitors and reviews your reinsur-
ance company’s performance on a quarterly basis. Offering opinions on how to 
improve performance and maximize wealth. Remember, when considering your 
administrator, you get what you pay for. Think of it like this, would you hire a 
cheap Accountant or Attorney to help you with tax or legal matters? Most likely 
not.

Cede Fee is a percentage of the premiums ceded ranging from 1% to as much 
as 15%. The cost will vary from company-to-company, based on the services 
provided.

Premium Taxes are charged based on the premiums written in a state. The 
state premium taxes are a percentage of the premiums paid. Some municipali-
ties may also impose a premium tax, which would be added to the state tax. 
Keep in mind that not all states have premium tax, so always check on your 
individual state to validate this being a necessary expense.

I hope this article provided some insight to the many moving parts of reinsur-
ance, explained why there is a need for an annual reinsurance check-up, 
outlined the things you should be examining  on a regular basis and highlighted 
what to expect from the different service levels of providers. Remember, that the 
agent and TPA are the coaches for your team. The F&I folks are the quarter-
backs that run the plays and drive production into your reinsurance company. 
Stepping over dollars to pick-up pennies is a mistake, as your reinsurance 
company could be the most profitable venture you will enter. I wish you all great 
success and prosperity!
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The Reinsurance Check-Up
By: Mike Haas, LPN, MPFS, Assistant Vice President of Sales American 
Guardian Warranty Services, Inc.

As a 30-year veteran of the automotive industry, I want to share my thoughts on 
the complicated subject of reinsurance. With more than 55% of all dealers in the 
U.S. already being involved in the reinsurance industry and 20% being involved 
in retro participation programs, there is no better time for a reinsurance 
check-up than now. This is not financial or legal advice. You should seek proper 
counsel for those questions.

The reinsurance annual check-up is as important as an annual physical. An 
annual reinsurance check-up can identify the overall success of your reinsur-
ance program, identify and prevent problems, chart progress, and outline an 
action plan to achieve financial goals and objectives. At this point, you already 
know that owning your own reinsurance company is about control; controlling 
cost, controlling claims experience with your customers, controlling the money,
controlling the investments to some extent, etc. It can also provide motivation for 
necessary changes in your dealership, as it relates to performance. Many find 
the prospect of forming and starting their own reinsurance company stressful.
They are happy to get it up and running but assume it will run on autopilot after 
the launch of the program. Like a vehicle, over time things improve, such as 
better technology, better fuel economy, more competitive pricing, etc. Your 
reinsurance company should be analyzed in the same manner you review your 
other financial services products, 401K, SEP, IRA, etc.

8 Steps to Review for Maintaining a Healthy Reinsurance Formation

Profit Margin Performance of the widgets, or the Finance and Insurance (F&I) 
products that you cede into your reinsurance company. Like the evaluation of 
your F&I Manager, are they selling the VSC at cost or are they making an accept-
able profit margin? Similarly, the margin performance should be reviewed. Are 
your margins after claims and expenses below or above average?  If the net 
profit margin in your reinsurance company is $435 per VSC, and the industry 
average is $455, will you be okay with below average results or does making an 
adjustment make more sense? In my opinion, to run a profit margin of approxi-
mately 10% above average is attainable in the long term and maximizes the 
wealth building strategy for the dealer over time. Performance data can be found 
at the various OEM’s, third-party administrator’s (TPA’s) or, in some cases, can 
be provided by NADA or NIADA.

F&I Performance is crucial in any profit participation program. I realize all 
dealers focus on F&I performance, especially in a tight market. Before reinsur-
ance, F&I performance helped you make more money in the dealership and it 
continues to do so, but poor performance now that you own a reinsurance 
company can detrimentally impact your profits. You now have control of 
front-end and reinsurance margins after claims and expenses. F&I performance 
directly impacts the funding of your reinsurance company. What does that 
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mean? If your F&I Mangers are performing at, say 30% VSC penetration instead 
of 50% VSC penetration, a 20% difference would be a significant impact on your 
reinsurance performance. Using my prior example, a dealer selling 100 
pre-owned and non-lease new units per month would be missing out on 20 
VSCs per month or 240 VSCs per year at a profit margin of $435. That accumu-
lates to $104,400 a year or over $1,044,000 over the next ten years! Invest-
ment income is not an included variable in this calculation. The long-term impact 
after 20 years is approximately $2,000,000 in net profits to your reinsurance 
company. As you can see, a small adjustment can mean significant wealth in the 
long term for the dealership. Therefore, checking that you have the correct F&I 
compensation plan in place and working with F&I trainers to ensure top perfor-
mance can pay big dividends.  

Claims Payment Methodology & Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) are 
both factors that will affect the long-term health of your reinsurance program. 
Simply ask yourself, is your reinsurance company paying claims? When review-
ing claims, we are looking to identify if claims are paid based on mechanical 
failure or up-sell. Each dealer will have a different perspective on this, most 
Dealers do not want to see early claims in the first 30 days. This can be a sign 
of poor reconditioning at the dealership level because the pre-owned Sales 
Department is not putting the correct amount of money into reconditioning. 
Remember, reconditioning is an expense at the dealership level. This same 
expense in your reinsurance company is a reduction of premium and reduced 
ability to earn investment income and future wealth. Obviously, you should 
always pay legitimate claims and address the customers’ repair needs. This 
review should be looking for anomalies in claim transactions. A service advisor 
who is upselling non-failed components against your reinsurance company can 
be quite costly. 

Loss Adjustment Expense (LAE) will vary from program to program and 
should be monitored. This expense usually ranges from 5% - 13% of the 
submitted claim amount. When you review your admin fees, keep this hidden 
expense in mind. It can greatly impact administration fee expenditures and 
reduce reserves within your reinsurance company. Here is a simple example: 
The Service Department processes a claim against your reinsurance company 
for $1,000. The LAE is 10% and the TPA processes the claim and debits your 
reserves held to pay claims for ($1,000) for the claim and ($100) LAE, for a 
total of ($1,100). This will happen on every claim with LAE. The LAE will add up 
quickly and it is difficult to identify as it is often billed together and reported as 
total claims paid.

Investment Income can add to the overall health and wealth of a reinsur-
ance company. However, this is an area that has some moving parts. Under-
stand that the trust agreement will dictate how investments and reserves may 
be allocated. Your investment advisor may have limited investment options for 
unearned premium reserves and will usually have a set of instructions from 
the insurer that will sound similar to this: 25% of reserves must remain in 
cash to pay claims and cancellations; 25% must be in conservative funds like 
CD’s, mutual funds, etc.; and 10% in equities.  However, as premiums are fully 
earned, they can be invested more aggressively in a strategy that meets your 
individual needs. A long-term goal may be to create a situation where the 
investment income will be significant enough to cover the monthly claims 
expenditures while preserving reserve premiums. Keep in mind that early on 
in your company’s lifecycle, this probably will not be achievable.

Administration Fees are always a hot topic. When it comes to admin fees,
everyone seems to be an expert. However, not all admin fees are equal in the 
way that they are structured. Admin fees are usually broken into one of three 
types: 1. no service; 2. partial service; or 3. full-service. Most of us are trained 
from an early age to strive for excellence and to want the best. When it comes 
to admin fees, you get what you pay for.

What are some things that the admin fee covers?  Although not all admin fees 
are inclusive, here is a list of examples: claims call center, state and federal 
compliance, loss control, in some cases premium taxes and cession fees (just 
because ceding fees and premium taxes are not a single line item, does not 
mean they are not being paid from the admin fee.) account servicing, training 
and development, API connections to the DMS, and menu services. Now, let 
me break down the 3 service levels: 1. No service. In this case, you get your 
quarterly cession statement in the mail, no one is helping you to understand it 
or manage your account, longer hold times in the claim centers with potential-
ly longer processing times, etc. I would compare this to someone off the street 
with no experience in the automotive retail sector deciding to buy a car dealer-
ship and hoping it goes well. Every time I have discussed a poor reinsurance 
experience with a dealer, it is self-inflicted by selecting no service when they 
really need help and guidance to manage their reinsurance company. In this 
option you are the only person keeping an eye on the ball. There is very little 

support. 2. Partial service. You are typically working with an agent that provides 
light support, in that they will help with minor training issues, as it relates to 
production and handle minor claims concerns. The TPA will provide light insight 
to reinsurance company performance, make suggestions, and aid in bookkeep-
ing and management. 3. Full-service. The choice most dealers select, since the 
cost difference is nominal, and you have full support of the agent and the TPA.
There is full F&I training and development, compliance monitoring, and claims 
resolution support. The TPA, may help with menu services, e-training, F&I 
training, OFAC reporting, DMS connectivity, e-contracting, and e-remittances.
They may also help with claims call centers that have low hold times and 
expedite service; a Loss Control Department looking for issues on behalf of the 
dealer; and a Reinsurance Specialist that monitors and reviews your reinsur-
ance company’s performance on a quarterly basis. Offering opinions on how to 
improve performance and maximize wealth. Remember, when considering your 
administrator, you get what you pay for. Think of it like this, would you hire a 
cheap Accountant or Attorney to help you with tax or legal matters? Most likely 
not.

Cede Fee is a percentage of the premiums ceded ranging from 1% to as much 
as 15%. The cost will vary from company-to-company, based on the services 
provided.

Premium Taxes are charged based on the premiums written in a state. The 
state premium taxes are a percentage of the premiums paid. Some municipali-
ties may also impose a premium tax, which would be added to the state tax.
Keep in mind that not all states have premium tax, so always check on your 
individual state to validate this being a necessary expense.

I hope this article provided some insight to the many moving parts of reinsur-
ance, explained why there is a need for an annual reinsurance check-up,
outlined the things you should be examining  on a regular basis and highlighted 
what to expect from the different service levels of providers. Remember, that the 
agent and TPA are the coaches for your team. The F&I folks are the quarter-
backs that run the plays and drive production into your reinsurance company.
Stepping over dollars to pick-up pennies is a mistake, as your reinsurance 
company could be the most profitable venture you will enter. I wish you all great 
success and prosperity!

The Reinsurance Check-Up
By: Mike Haas, LPN, MPFS, Assistant Vice President of Sales American 
Guardian Warranty Services, Inc.

As a 30-year veteran of the automotive industry, I want to share my thoughts on 
the complicated subject of reinsurance. With more than 55% of all dealers in the 
U.S. already being involved in the reinsurance industry and 20% being involved 
in retro participation programs, there is no better time for a reinsurance 
check-up than now. This is not financial or legal advice. You should seek proper 
counsel for those questions.

The reinsurance annual check-up is as important as an annual physical. An 
annual reinsurance check-up can identify the overall success of your reinsur-
ance program, identify and prevent problems, chart progress, and outline an 
action plan to achieve financial goals and objectives. At this point, you already 
know that owning your own reinsurance company is about control; controlling 
cost, controlling claims experience with your customers, controlling the money, 
controlling the investments to some extent, etc. It can also provide motivation for 
necessary changes in your dealership, as it relates to performance. Many find 
the prospect of forming and starting their own reinsurance company stressful. 
They are happy to get it up and running but assume it will run on autopilot after 
the launch of the program. Like a vehicle, over time things improve, such as 
better technology, better fuel economy, more competitive pricing, etc. Your 
reinsurance company should be analyzed in the same manner you review your 
other financial services products, 401K, SEP, IRA, etc. 

8 Steps to Review for Maintaining a Healthy Reinsurance Formation

Profit Margin Performance of the widgets, or the Finance and Insurance (F&I) 
products that you cede into your reinsurance company. Like the evaluation of 
your F&I Manager, are they selling the VSC at cost or are they making an accept-
able profit margin? Similarly, the margin performance should be reviewed. Are 
your margins after claims and expenses below or above average?  If the net 
profit margin in your reinsurance company is $435 per VSC, and the industry 
average is $455, will you be okay with below average results or does making an 
adjustment make more sense? In my opinion, to run a profit margin of approxi-
mately 10% above average is attainable in the long term and maximizes the 
wealth building strategy for the dealer over time. Performance data can be found 
at the various OEM’s, third-party administrator’s (TPA’s) or, in some cases, can 
be provided by NADA or NIADA.

F&I Performance is crucial in any profit participation program. I realize all 
dealers focus on F&I performance, especially in a tight market. Before reinsur-
ance, F&I performance helped you make more money in the dealership and it 
continues to do so, but poor performance now that you own a reinsurance 
company can detrimentally impact your profits. You now have control of 
front-end and reinsurance margins after claims and expenses. F&I performance 
directly impacts the funding of your reinsurance company. What does that 
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BRIAN MULDROW JULIE ANGUS ANTHONY TALERICO

As President of The Muldrow Group, my focus is 
to drive the dealer to success with offering 
products that are easy to sell at a reasonable 
price point. We are conscious to know that with 
more cars sold, it creates more opportunities in 
the F&I department. Our key focus is on service,
F&I training, Compliance training, and being 
hands on with the dealer for any other issues or 
needs. We now implanted if the dealer needs 
weekly training modules, similar to what the 
sales team has done with product knowledge.
We have also incorporated video recordings,
which records all F&I transactions. Which 
protects the dealer and also increases produc-
tivity and sales. We then share that data with the 
management and ownership team of the dealer-
ship. Therefore, we believe that we are providing 
the dealership with information to succeed,
keeping them compliant for the overall profitabil-
ity of the dealership.

Julie Angus, Executive Assistant, has been with 
The Muldrow Group since September of 2018.
Julie is here to help with your everyday needs,
as well as paperwork, helping with claims and 
answering any questions if reps are not 
available. Julie also plays the role of our social 
media coordinator, where she helps our agency 
branch out on social media outlets. Her role 
helps our agency stay organized and on task 
with our everyday workload.  Please contact 
Julie today, at 315-252-9000 for any 
questions.

My name is Anthony Talerico and I’ve been in 
the automotive business for over ten years. I 
specialize in F&I process training as well as 
compliance. The number one job of the F&I 
Manager is to protect the dealer. My compli-
ance training covers the full spectrum of 
regulation in the automotive industry. Addition-
ally, I cover a range of sales tactics which lead 
to top performance in the F&I office. This 
includes a full start-to-finish interview, menu 
presentation and close. I also do in-dealer 
training frequently throughout the US and cover 
both topics and more. If you have any 
questions, or have interest in our services 
please contact me today 315-252-9000.
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